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What is C2 Express Box?

Overview
Synology C2 Express Box is a physical transfer service that lets Synology NAS users migrate very large amounts of data to
Synology C2 Backup beyond the limits of their internet connection.
Uploading an initial backup to a cloud storage provider can take days or weeks. At an upload speed of 20 Mbps, it might take 6
days to transfer about 1 TB of data.
With C2 Express Box, Synology offers a cost-effective and reliable solution for fast large-volume data migration, storage, and
protection. Secure data transfer can be completed in just a few steps.

Benefits
Faster Data Migration
Physical transfer of backups can be several times faster than uploading large amounts of data over the internet even after
considering transportation time.

Cost-Effective Solution
Migrating data with C2 Express Box incurs a transparent one-time service charge while reducing effort and time spent uploading
large amounts of data, and preventing initial backups from consuming excessive internet bandwidth.

Advanced Data Protection
Users can protect all their data with advanced AES-256 and RSA-2048 encryption before transferring backups to C2 Express Box.
Neither Synology, nor any other person or organization can decrypt, access, or modify your data.
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How to migrate data to C2 Backup with C2
Express Box
Create an Import Job
1. Click here to open an inquiry form.
2. Tell us the estimated size of your initial backup, your estimated data growth per week, and the network bandwidth you plan to
use for backup.
3. The Synology sales team will contact you with a pricing plan suited to your backup size.
4. A C2 Express Box will be sent to your address within three days after you complete your payment.
Note:
Before ordering a C2 Express Box, please make sure that your Synology NAS runs DSM version 6.2-23739 or above and Hyper
Backup version 2.1.7-0713 or above.

Set Up Your C2 Express Box
1. Carefully unpack your C2 Express Box kit and make sure to store the packaging materials in a safe place.
Note:
Please notify Synology immediately if the packaging of your C2 Express Box is damaged upon arrival.
2. Each C2 Express Box consists of a Synology NAS and a number of drives. The drives are packaged separately.
3. Drives are numbered. Insert the drives into the C2 Express Box in sequence.
4. Connect the C2 Express Box to your local area network with the provided Ethernet cable.
5. Find the device’s local IP address using Synology Web Assistant at find.synology.com, or download the Synology Assistant
client here. The C2 Express Box should show as C2_EXPRESS_BOX on the local network.

Transfer Your Synology NAS Data to C2 Express Box
1. To access your C2 Express Box, enter the IP address and access port of the Synology NAS you wish to back up into a browser
and add ?c2export=true. If you regularly access your Synology NAS at 10.10.10.100:5000, now enter 10.10.10.100:5000/?c2ex
port=true.
2. Open Hyper Backup on your Synology NAS
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3. To create a new backup task, click the plus icon in the bottom left corner and select Data backup task. In the wizard, select
Synology C2 cloud backup as the backup destination and click next. Enter your Synology Account details in the login screen.

In the next window, select Export to Synology C2 Express Box (in Hyper Backup 2.2.4 and previous versions, select Synology
Lightningball). Enter the C2 Express Box’s IP address in the Server address field and make sure that the Directory field displays
[Your Synology NAS]_[number], then click Next to choose the backup source.
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4. Select the shared folders that you wish to back up to C2 Express Box and click Next.

5. Select the applications on your Synology NAS that you wish to back up to C2 Express Box and click Next.
Note:
Each individual task should preferably not exceed 20 TB in size. If you expect your data volume to be bigger, you can create
several backup tasks to your C2 Express Box.
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6. In the next screen, you can configure notifications, logging, and other backup settings. To encrypt your data with AES-256
during transfer and storage, select Enable client-side encryption, and set a strong encryption password. To start transferring
data, click Apply and then Yes. If encryption is enabled, an RSA-2048 private key is now dowloaded to your computer.

7. Hyper Backup will now export all selected data to your C2 Express Box. This step can take a while.
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How to migrate data to C2 Backup with C2 Express Box

8. After your data have been transferred, make sure that the following details are correct:
1. The status shows as Ready to relink.
2. Integrity check shows that a check has been performed.
3. Shared Folder says DiskStation_1.
Note:
1. Do not shut down your Synology NAS while your data are being exported.
2. Hyper Backup will run an integrity check automatically after data is exported successfully to ensure that no data is lost.
3. Do not press Relink until Synology informs you that the data on your C2 Express Box have successfully been uploaded to
Synology C2 Backup. Relinking earlier will interrupt the C2 Express Box migration process.

Return the C2 Express Box
1. Make sure that integrity checks have been completed for all backup tasks.
2. To shut down your C2 Express Box correctly, press the power button for several seconds until you hear a beep.
3. Wait for all lights on the C2 Express Box to turn off, then remove the drives one by one and replace the drive trays.
4. Please place the C2 Express Box and drives in the original packaging separately, as they were placed at delivery, and secure in
place using the materials provided.
5. Secure the original box with wide packing tape and make sure there is no damage to the box.
6. Notify your contact at Synology so that a pickup can be arranged.

Relink Your Synology NAS to Synology C2 Cloud
1. Synology will contact you when all backup data have been uploaded to Synology C2 Backup.
2. After receiving the notification, open Hyper Backup and in the left menu, select your Synology C2 backup task.
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3. Make sure the backup status is displayed as Ready to relink and click Relink now.

4. If the process is successful, the backup status should change to Success.

5. If the process fails, please contact Synology for detailed troubleshooting instructions.
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Conditions and Pricing
Pricing and Dispatch
When ordering a C2 Express Box, you will be asked to provide an estimate of your backup data volume.
Synology charges a one-time service fee for transfers up to 80 TB using Synology C2 Express Box. If you wish to transfer more
than 80 TB, Synology will provide you with a custom quote to fit your needs.
Your C2 Express Box is dispatched within three working days once payment is completed.
Each C2 Express Box package includes one Synology NAS and a varying number of drives packaged separately.

C2 Express Box Pricing
Size

Cost

< 80 TB

€800,00 (excl. VAT)

> 80 TB

Custom quote on inquiry

Purchase
Click the contact link in FAQ > Backup
on the Synology C2 website.

Responsibility
All devices provided to customers as part of Synology C2 Express Box remain the sole property of Synology GmbH.
Synology GmbH reserves the right to request reasonable compensation if any electronic device or accessory contained in the C2
Express Box package is lost or damaged in the user’s possession, subject to the value of the device and the extent of the damage.
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SYNOLOGY
INC.
9F, No. 1, Yuan Dong Rd.
Banqiao, New Taipei 220545
Taiwan
Tel: +886 2 2955 1814

SYNOLOGY
AMERICA CORP.
3535 Factoria Blvd SE, Suite #200,
Bellevue, WA 98006
USA
Tel: +1 425 818 1587

SYNOLOGY
UK LTD.
Unit 5 Danbury Court, Linford Wood,
Milton Keynes, MK14 6PL, United
Kingdom
Tel.: +44 (0)1908048029

SYNOLOGY
FRANCE SARL
102 Terrasse Boieldieu (TOUR W)
92800 Puteaux
France
Tel: +33 147 176288

SYNOLOGY
GMBH
Grafenberger Allee 295
40237 Düsseldorf
Deutschland
Tel: +49 211 9666 9666

SYNOLOGY
SHANGHAI
200070, Room 201,
No. 511 Tianmu W. Rd., Jingan Dist.,
Shanghai,
China

synology.com

Synology may make changes to specifications and product descriptions at any time, without notice. Copyright
© 2020 Synology Inc. All rights reserved. ® Synology and other names of Synology Products are proprietary
marks or registered trademarks of Synology Inc. Other products and company names mentioned herein are
trademarks of their respective holders.
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